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with my theory, in fact, it is much the same as the explanation that I
have given, under simpler circumstances, for the lesser purity of the
portions of the spectrum between the fundamental colors in general.
It is this: a given color-decomposition (if we speak in chemical terms,
for the sake of clearness), will be effected chiefly by a certain oscilla-
tion frequency of light, which we may call its optimum period, but it
will also be effected to a less extent by other rates on either side of
this. Now when the light employed is very intense, a maximum de-
composition will be effected by periods at some distance on either
side of the optimum period. With a steady illumination, this would
make the whole spectrum whitish, and very bright, but with an inter-
mittent illumination, the resulting sensation is not so intense as to
prevent the observer from recognizing the greater apparent brilliancy
of those portions where two color-sensations overlap, and accordingly
those parts look brighter than the rest and have the pale tints of binary
color-blends. The author apologizes for this explanation on account
of the fact that it posits red, green and blue (in opposition to Hering)
as the primary colors. (He saw violet, under certain circumstances,
as very bright also, but an easy explanation lies at hand for this—
there are only a few red-producing rays at that end of the spectrum
with which to diminish the purity of the blue.) This is, however,
an element in its favor, and he has moreover other observations, not
yet published, which will confirm this view.

C. L. FRANKLIN.
BALTIMORE.

Neue Versuche iiber intermittende Gesichtsreize. KARL MARBE.

Phil. Studien, XIII., i. 106-115.

The author investigates the relations between the critical period of
duration of intermittent visual stimuli and the average brightness
(Helligkeit) of the stimuli. " For two visual stimuli which fall upon
the retina successively and periodically, there is a certain short period
of duration in which they produce a constant sensation." This the
author calls the critical period of duration. According to Baader, the
critical period grows for two colorless stimuli, as the difference of
brightness between the two sensations decreases. This is true alike
when the average brightness increases with the increasing difference
between the stimuli, and when the average brightness is constant.
Kleiner showed that, with a difference of stimuli increasing from o on,
the critical period decreases at first very rapidly, then slower and
slower, until finally the decrease almost ceases. The author asks and
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answers the questions whether the conclusion of Kleiner holds for all
cases of increasing stimuli, indifferent whether the average brightness
of the stimuli increases, is constant, or decreases; and whether, if this
is the case, the regularity is determined by the differences in the
stimuli.

Author used 40 gray pieces of paper of different degrees of brightness
determined photographically, as described in the Zeitsch. f. Psych, u.
Physiol. d. Sinnesorgane, Bd. XII., S. 62f. The brightest piece re-
flected about 13 times as much light as the darkest, the determinations
being made by the Kirschmann photometer. Degrees of brightness
between white and black were determined as follows: A white and a
black disk of 16cm. diameter were placed on a Maxwell color-mixer.
Concentrically over these was placed the gray disk whose intensity
was to be determined. Then the white and black disks were adjusted
to give the same brightness as the gray disk, starting first from a mix-
ture which was clearly brighter, then from one which was clearly
darker than the gray disk, and taking the average of the two deter-
minations, which is given in the tables. The method by which the
rapidity of rotation was determined which is necessary to give a con-
stant sensation from the two stimuli, is described in Phil. Studien, Bd.
IX., S. 389ft. Driving force was produced by an electromotor with
an Ad. Fick regulator.1

The author's conclusions are as follows: (1) With increasing
difference between two stimuli the critical period of duration decreases
at first very rapidly, then more slowly, and finally almost none at all.
(2) This holds indifferently, whether the average intensity increases
or decreases with increasing difference of stimuli. (3) The values of
the critical periods of duration are determined, for the most part (im
wesentlicken), by the objective, not by the subjective, differences be-
tween the two stimuli. (4) To equal objective differences correspond
about equal critical periods of duration.

The article includes five tables and three curves. The account of
the experiments is somewhat condensed and brief, but probably a more
detailed account is unnecessary. The subjects were the author and
Professor Kiilpe.
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'Described by Bradt: Ueber die Warmebildung bei summirten Zuchungen
des Muskels. Wurzburg, Etlinger's Buchdruckerei. 1893. S. 13&


